
 
SplitOrder – Split/Open by line-item matches 

 To Automate 

 

 In your App settings, toggle on the Auto-Split/Open option, and input a set of 
Vendor names, SKUs, or Product Tags, and we will automatically split all 
matching items into a separate Fulfillment or Order.  

 *NOTE: any setting updated will only apply to orders placed after the 
current time you Save.  Orders are then auto split a few seconds to a few 
minutes after creation 

 To Split matching items (per set) into new Order(s), select the “Split matching 
items into a new Order” option and continue reading. 

 *NOTE: We cannot split subscription items, orders assigned to local 
delivery, or orders created from other Apps. – And, If you are working 
with a 3rd party, Test first – do not assume they can handle order edits. 

 To Split new Order(s) with $0 invoicing, select the “Reconcile split orders as a 0-
invoice split” option in the advanced section and continue reading. 

 Or, to just split the Fulfillment request(s), Only keep first toggle on – this is the 
default. 

 



 To Bulk-edit 

 

 

 Select the Orders, then the line-items and filters, and Press Bulk-edit button.  
*NOTE: if item(s) have been partially fulfilled, you will be prompted to either 
override, or skip already fulfilled units. 

 

 Matching orders (based on your selection) will say “queued” and will process 
momentarily.  When processed, each split will be detailed in the edit log. 



 How [new Order] splitting works: 

 

 Matching items will be added to a new order, with a suffix that you specify in 
your App general settings (ie: “#1234-SPLIT”).  *NOTE: The totals are pro-rated 
from the split, however, any shipping income (and total weight calculated) will 
only be on the original. 

 

 The split items units will be “removed” from the original order, which will show 
as a return/refund in your reports, with a “balance – you owe customer” title. 
 

 *NOTE: this balance equals the amount of the new split-off order(s). and 
cannot be removed.  And any capturing or refunding can only be done on 
the original order.  If this is of issue, consider the 0-invoice split option. 

 *NOTE: If you authorize and capture later, the split-off orders will be 
marked as paid – as most processors only let you capture 1 time. 

 *NOTE: You cannot further edit split orders – they are children of the 
original, please make sure all billing is done on the original. 



 How [new Order] splitting with a 0-invoice works: 

 

 

 This option will create a 100% discount for each new Order created.  *NOTE: this 
means that any itemized discounting for the new Order(s) will be overwritten. 

 

 The original order will then have a non-shippable, fulfilled reconciliation line-
item* to account for each newly split Order’s pro-rated totals.  *NOTE: this is 
required to keep the original total the same after the removals.  Also, for complex 
tax & discounting cases, there might be a small remainder or other oddity.  As 
such, please test and check with accounting and fulfillment for compatibility 
before you select this option. 

 



 How to split multiple sets of matches 

 

 In your settings, press the “+” icon to add a new row, and specify a new set of 
sku’s, vendors and/or tags that match.  Items in each row will be split into a 
separate Fulfillment/Order, and an item will apply to the last matching row. 
 

 How [the default] Fulfillment request splitting works: 

 

 By default, SplitOrder will Open a separate fulfillment request for any matching 
items (per set) in your Shopify order editor. 

 *NOTE: this will mark the fulfillment as “Fulfillment in progress” & “Accepted” if 
the items are coming from a merchant managed location.  Otherwise, it will be 
“Requested” if from a 3rd party fulfillment service.  Please test and check with 
your fulfillment system for compatibility before you commit – and if needed, you 
may opt-into splitting by new order instead. 
 
 



 
 Advanced options & additional notes 

 Skip non-shippable items (for [new order] splits) 
 At times, other Apps and backends add non-physical items to your cart 

that do not need to be split (to or from).  (ie: Route package insurance).  
So, to avoid splitting matching items into a new order when it is just 
being split from these items, choose the “” option in your advanced 
settings. 

 Reallocate inventory (to a preferred location) 

 

 By default, this App does not reassign inventory when splitting, as 
complications can arise.  However, you can opt-into this here. 

 Then, if you specify a preferred location (ie: Backorder warehouse), And 
*if all items aren’t managed by a 3rd party/fulfillment service, we will 
reallocate any split-off items to be fulfilled from that location! 
 

 Scope Auto-splitting to certain sources 

 

 If you only want a split to be performed for certain sales channels (ie: 
Web, Draft orders, etc..), select which ones apply. 



 

 *Analytics reporting NOTE: If you are splitting items into new Orders, the 
original order will have “removed” the split-off items – which will reconcile as a 
“return”, as those split items were added to the gross sales in your reporting. 

 

 Further questions email service@mercantileapps.com 


